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Who was this booklet made for?
This booklet was made for anyone who is questioning their gender, anyone who might identity
as transgender, is non‐binary in their body or identity, or identifies as a gender different than that
assigned to them at birth. This booklet contains information regarding things to consider when coming
out at work and other professional settings. There is information about changing your legal name and
gender marker on state and federal documents for people with a variety of legal status, including those
who are undocumented. There are also booklets on “Coming Out Safely: Socially Transitioning for Trans
People” and “Trans Inclusive Health Insurance”.
How was this booklet made?
This booklet was constructed by the author after 10 years of being part of the trans community
and working with those who identify as part of trans and/or gender non‐conforming communities, those
who identity as intersex and/or those who have differences in sexual development (DSD). The contents
of this booklet cannot possibly describe the experiences of ALL trans and/or intersex people – instead
this is only an effort to alleviate some of the stress of navigating a society, services, and legal system
that are often very trans unaware and unsupportive.

This booklet is an educational tool only. It does not reflect the views of all trans and/or intersex
people, any whole community, or the views of any organization that distributes this material. It should
not be used as a legal document, legal aid, or replace medical/health information or legal advice given
by a professional. This document was not made by any organization but may be offered through
organizations as a supportive and educational material.
Where can I access free internet to get to the websites listed in this document?
While most of the information is written in this document, you can get more information by
going to the websites in this document. If you do not have a computer or access to internet, you can
always use free computers at most public libraries, the computers at the Pride Lafayette Community
Center (open 6‐8pm each day at 640 Main St., Lafayette, IN), or possibly access free computers and
internet at a college or university near you.
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What should this booklet be used for & what should it not be used for?
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Get informed. Coming out in professional settings can be both rewarding and risky. Be informed
about how you are and are not protected in your organization, at the state level, and at the federal
level. In most settings and states it is not illegal to ask about someone about their trans identities or
transitioning status and it is usually legal to not hire or fire someone for being trans or transitioning.



The EEOC protects trans people. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has ruled that it
is illegal to discriminate against trans people as a form of sex discrimination. For those employers
subject to EEOC oversight, this gives them incentive not to discriminate, but does not necessarily
prevent them from doing so.



Undocumented workers have rights. Although it is illegal to hire undocumented workers, if an
undocumented worker is hired, the employer is still legally required to pay them minimum wage
and overtime, the employee can still file a lawsuit against an employer for harassment or
discrimination for reasons unrelated to their legal status, and the employer is not legally allowed to
retaliate against the person filing the lawsuit.



No more “no match” letters during background checks! Background checks no longer result in a
“gender no match” letter to your employer. However, your previous name(s) will be on the
background check and some background checks also list previous gender markers.



Trans people have few housing protections. There are no explicit federal or state protections (in
Indiana) against housing discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender
expression.



Gender markers may impact health insurance, travel, employment, and housing. A person’s legal
gender marker may impact their access to certain forms of health care and health insurance
coverage, traveling, employment and housing. Remember that you can choose to have different
gender markers listed on different forms of identification, and for some people this is helpful in
navigating legal and health care systems and social situations.



Court orders are legally compelling. Once you have a court order for a name or gender maker
change, you cannot be denied access to those legal changes at the state or federal level for reasons
unrelated to the law. For example, you cannot be denied a name change on your driver’s license if
the “gender” of your name does not “match” your gender marker.



Indiana recognizes court orders from other states and countries. If you get a court order for a
name or gender marker change in another state/country (for example if your birth certificate is in
another state/country), Indiana will recognize it.



About surgical requirements... Indiana BMV policy requires “permanent” change in gender that is
supported in writing by a physician to acquire a changed driver’s license. This is vague enough that
many individuals have successfully acquired court orders for gender marker changes without
surgery. A court order is required for gender marker changes on Indiana birth certificates and there
is no state law that requires “permanent” physical changes to acquire a changed gender marker on
Indiana birth certificates. However, it is common practice for individuals to be required to submit
the same form filled out by a physician (http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm) that you would use for
legal gender maker changes conducted through the BMV.
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□

County Clerk Visit 1. Go to the county clerk with your paperwork and be prepared to pay the filing
fee. Keep your receipt and your case number. It will take about 48 hours for them to cash a check
and process your paperwork (if the judge is not present when you go to turn in your paperwork).

□

County Clerk Visit 2. Return to the clerk to get a copy of the completed paperwork and set a date
and time for your court appearance. Get at least two copies of the stamped and signed paperwork –
one for yourself and one for the newspaper printing company (for legal name changes).

□

Newspaper. For legal name changes, you must post the name change in a newspaper that is
publically distributed for 3 consecutive weeks. The last week must be at least 30 days before the
date of your court hearing. You do not need to post legal gender marker changes in the newspaper.

□

Judge Hearing. On the date of your court hearing, you will be asked to meet a judge with your
original petition for name/gender marker change, the certified copy of these documents, the proof
of publication in the newspaper (which the newspaper will mail to you), and any identification that
is necessary.

□

Driver’s license change. As soon as your name or gender marker change is granted, take your court
order and the form (http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm) your physician filled out to the BMV along
with several documents that prove your residency in the county. Residency documents include your
current driver’s license that has a local address on it, utility bills with your address and name on
them, and checks from the bank that have your name and local address on them. If you are a
student, you can use University documents to show that you are residing in the county of the
university/college. If you are someone experiencing homelessness, many shelters or other housing
centers will provide you with a mailing address to use.

□

Social security change. Go to your local social security office to request a new social security card.
They typically require documents that prove your identity, the court order (for name or gender
marker changes) and/or a physician’s letter (if your gender marker is getting changed).

□

Banks, schools, loans, etc. After you get at least one document changed, you should begin notifying
all other entities of your name or gender marker change. Most places require that you show a new
i.d., not just a court order. Once your new state i.d. or driver’s license gets in, you can take this to
colleges, banks, and contact loan companies to let them know about changes. Please read more
below or check out the trans inclusive health care document written by the same author to consider
how you will navigate gender marker changes with health insurance companies.
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This checklist is for individuals with citizenship status or naturalized status who are interested in
legal name and gender marker changes in Indiana.
□ Paperwork. Go to http://www.in.gov/judiciary/selfservice/2338.htm and fill out the name change
packet electronically or print it out and fill it out by hand. You should be able to fill out one form for
your name change and your gender marker change together. Ask the county clerk about whether
“gender change” or something similar should be written on the paperwork for legal gender changes.
Do not sign the forms until the Clerk asks you to.
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Is it legal for me to be employed if I am undocumented?
No, it is illegal according to the U.S. government and Indiana state laws to knowingly hire
undocumented individuals. Besides that, Indiana has relatively strict laws against supporting
undocumented people. Many of these regulations were made in 2011 by a bill signed by the then‐
governor Mitch Daniels called the Compromise Illegal Immigration Reform Bill (SEA 590), but many laws,
especially at the federal level, existed long before that. For example, all public employers are required
to use a system called E‐verify to check the legal status of prospective employees. Private employers
(like local businesses or companies not owned by the government) do not have to use E‐verify, but they
can and Indiana gives them incentives to use it. The state laws that dictate all this can be found in
section IC 22‐5‐1.7. The federal equivalent of E‐verify is called SAVE – Systematic Alien Verification
Entitlements Program – and was started in 1987.
Undocumented workers are ineligible for unemployment benefits (IC 22‐4‐14‐9), cannot access
the Indiana Jobs Training Program (IC 22‐4‐41), and employers can be reprimanded for employing
undocumented people (IC 44‐4‐35.5) or even for helping an undocumented person get into Indiana (IC
22‐5‐1).
What laws protect me if I am employed and undocumented?

Employment Discrimination and Harassment: If you are undocumented, you cannot file a
lawsuit for discrimination on the basis of your legal status (since it is not legal in Indiana or the U.S. to
employ undocumented individuals), but if you have experienced discrimination on the basis of race,
national origin, gender, or any other status that is legally protected, you can file a lawsuit. Based on a
2002 federal case, Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB, and a few other cases, undocumented
workers cannot receive backpay for work they did not complete as a result of discrimination, but
undocumented workers can receive financial compensation for mental or emotional distress as a result
of the discrimination or harassment.
Immigration Status Retaliation: If you file a lawsuit against an employer for discrimination or
harassment that has nothing to do with your undocumented status, it is illegal for the employer to use
your legal status against you during the trial by trying to get you deported. This would be viewed as
retaliation for filing the lawsuit. However, during or after the trial you can still be deported if it comes to
the attention of ICE and they are interested in having you deported. For more information about legal
rights, check out:
 http://www.workplacefairness.org/sc/undocumentedworkers.php
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Minimum Wage and Overtime: The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) – a federal law – regulates
wage laws and does NOT have an exemption for undocumented workers. This means that if an
undocumented person is employed, the employer must pay them minimum wage and pay them
overtime, when it is applicable. In particular, there was a federal case called Solis v. Cindy’s Total Care
Inc. that says undocumented workers must be paid appropriately for the work they complete. More
information is here: http://www.dol.gov/whd/flsa/.
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http://www.discriminationiswrong.com/aliens.html
http://warshawskylawfirm.com/lawyer/2013/02/04/Employment‐Law/Are‐Illegal‐Immigrants‐
Protected‐By‐Labor‐And‐Employment‐Laws_bl6663.htm

What if I have legal status through DACA?
DACA is the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, a temporary legal status that gives some
young undocumented people the right to remain in the U.S. without fear of deportation, access to a
work permit and driver’s license, and a few other rights. Having legal status through DACA gives the
individual many more legal rights in employment. If you have DACA status, you will not need to worry
about being reported to ICE by an employer and it is illegal to not hire or fire you on the basis of your
immigration/legal status.
Other Important Information
If you are undocumented – with or without DACA status – much of the information in the
general “Coming Out at Work” section applies. If you are concerned about getting deported, there is a
much greater pressure to be gender conforming and it may be necessary for you to express gender in a
way you do not identify in order to get a job or keep a job. Ultimately, weighing the risk of deportation
or unemployment vs. your level of comfort/happiness (and/or that of your family) is going to be a very
personal decision and will likely change with time and as immigration law changes. Know that many
people are advocating for changes in laws so that we can all have opportunities to live and love without
fear.

National Immigration Law Center: http://www.nilc.org/
National Center of Transgender Equality Resource (English):
http://transequality.org/Resources/CIR_en.pdf
National Center of Transgender Equality Resource (Spanish):
http://transequality.org/Resources/CIR_sp.pdf
Not One More: http://www.notonemoredeportation.com/
National Day Laborer Organizing Network: http://ndlon.org/en/
Undocumented and Unafraid: http://www.undocumentedunafraid.com/
No Papers No Fear – Ride for Justice: http://nopapersnofear.org/
Resources for DREAMers and Those Eligible for DACA
United We Dream: http://unitedwedream.org/
Dream Activist: http://action.dreamactivist.org/
DREAMers Adrift: http://dreamersadrift.com/
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Resources for Undocumented Individuals
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Besides your actual work place, you may need to make decisions about coming out on your
résumé, during interviews, and on other social media, such as Linked In or Facebook.
How open should I be about identifying as trans and/or transitioning?
This decision depends on how comfortable you are with being out and what workplace
protections exist. Does the organization you are interested in have a group dedicated to supporting
LGBTQ+ identified individuals? Are you concerned that someone will report you to ICE out of retaliation
if you are undocumented and come out? Take into consideration both your situation and signs from the
company that help you determine how trans friendly they are. Finding out whether the company offers
same‐sex partner benefits, transition‐related health benefits, or an inclusive non‐discrimination policy
can also help you gauge how aware the organization is of LGBTQ+ issues.
How should I dress during an interview?
If you go to an interview, your dress will likely depend on the field and position and possibly on
your transition status (and ability and desire to pass). Wear clothing that is appropriate for the position
and comfortable. If you are interviewing for an administrative or management position, wear business
clothes. If you are interviewing for a job that requires manual labor, wear more practical clothing. The
topic of what to wear at interviews is very complicated since it addresses the intersection of race, class,
gender expression, and gender identity. This document cannot fully address this topic because it is so
complicated, but do some of your own research about interview clothing choices and contact your local
LGBTQ+ organization if you have more specific questions.

If you cannot (or do not want) to change your legal name, but it is different from the name you
regularly go by, there are some situations where you must use your legal name. You must enter your
legal name on background checks, tax documents, documents that need to be processed by the
government, insurance documents, and the document that will allow you to receive checks or get direct
deposits. However, you can use the name you go by on your resume and most companies have a way to
enter the name you go by which is usually listed as a “preferred name”. Some people choose to list the
initial of their legal name followed by the name they go by and others write their legal name followed by
the name they go by in quotations. For example, someone may write one of the following:
M. Kyla Hassan
Mikhael “Kyla” Hassan
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When should I use my preferred name vs. my legal name?
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What resources exist to help me with the process of coming out professionally?
Transgender Workplace Diversity: http://transworkplace.blogspot.com/
Trans Workplace Diversity Network: http://transworkplace.ning.com/
National Center of Transgender Equality: www.transequality.org
Transgender Law Center: http://transgenderlawcenter.org/
Out and Equal: http://www.outandequal.org/
Pride at Work Union: http://www.prideatwork.org/
The Trans Job Bank: http://www.tjobbank.com/
The Idealist: http://www.idealist.org/
Center for Gender Sanity: http://www.gendersanity.com/
Out for Work: http://www.outforwork.org/
HRC’s Transition Guidelines:
http://www.hrc.org/resources/entry/workplace‐gender‐transition‐guidelines
HRC’s Corporate Equality Index:
http://www.hrc.org/campaigns/corporate‐equality‐index#.UR‐3rqXOuSo
Background Checks

Until 2010, when an employer would submit a background check for a prospective employee
they would receive a “Gender No‐Match” letter, which would blatantly out trans and intersex work
applications and those with differences of sexual development. You can read about the SSA ending this
practice several years ago here: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/waymon‐hudson/social‐security‐ends‐
gender‐no‐match_b_966654.html.
Although prospective employers no longer receive letters regarding gender history, many
background checks include the individual’s name history and gender history. Background checks differ
depending on the service used, but often contain gender markers next to past names or past events
included in the background check. If the background check does show your gender history, it may not
be important as many employers overlook this if they have an automated system to check for criminal
history. Many employers also overlook gender markers since they are not looking for this information.
You cannot control whether your gender marker shows up on your background check. However,
an employer may bring it up during an interview. Although this is in an inappropriate line of questioning,
and it may be considered illegal by the EEOC, you should think about how you want to handle the
situation if it arises. You can say something like, “I don’t feel comfortable answering your question.” Or
“How does that question pertain to my skills in this job?” or you may also decide to answer their
question and explain part of your gender history. Each of these actions has its own pros and cons so
your answer will depend on the job and your own situation.
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Not all employers submit background checks. All government (or “public”) employers are
required by law to submit a background check that includes checking legal immigration/citizenship
status. Private businesses are not usually required to do so, but may still complete a background check.
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Where can I find Indiana State information about a court order for a name change?
Indiana is one of several states that require a court order for name changes that are unrelated
to marriage, divorce, or immigration status. To complete this process you must be at least 17 years old,
not be in jail or prison, you cannot have been convicted of a felony in the last 10 years or be someone
required to register as a sex offender, and you cannot be avoiding creditors. Contact your local Clerk to
find out which court your name change needs to be filed, how many copies you will need of each form,
how much the filing fee is, and any other details that are specific to your county. Notice that you do not
have to be born in the county you are currently living in – or even be born in Indiana – to get a court
order for a name change in Indiana. If you prefer to get physical copies of the paperwork, go to your
county clerk or public records office. Otherwise, you can access the paperwork online here:
 Here is information about legally proving your identity: http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm
 Here are local court rules to help you figure out the details of your paperwork:
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/2694.htm
 Here is the website that gives you all the general paperwork, application information, and other
rules: http://www.in.gov/judiciary/selfservice/2338.htm

The total cost of getting a court order for a name change is about $300 because the court order
will be around $130‐175, the newspaper posting will be about $125, and then a new driver’s license or
state i.d. will be between $9 and $11.50 (Here is a larger chart about the costs of i.d.s in Indiana:
http://www.in.gov/bmv/files/Fee_Chart.pdf). A new birth certificate is usually under $25, and changing
your name with the social security administration is typically free. You may also want to consider
whether you will lose money if you take off work, money for gas mileage, and any other indirect costs.
You will need to pay the court fees when you submit the paperwork and you will need to pay for the
new i.d.s when you apply for them.
What is the legal process of getting the court order initiated and completed?
Take original documents (and copies of documents if necessary) to the Clerk of the Court where
you will sign the document in front of the Clerk, the Clerk will verify your identity, you will pay for filing,
and you will be given both a receipt for paying and a case number. Ask for a copy of your paperwork to
keep and keep your receipt and case number! Remember you can find out how to prove your identity
here: http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm. It is a good idea to call your county clerk ahead of time to ask
if they accept cash, check, credit card, or money order. Most clerk offices around the state accept any
of these forms of payment and sometimes the websites have not been updated to include this
information.
After the judge is consulted, the county Clerk will ask you to return so you can get a copy of the
certified and signed paperwork and you can schedule a final date for your court hearing. The court will
set the hearing date far enough in advance that you can post your name change information in a
newspaper for 3 consecutive weeks and the hearing will be at least 30 days after the last week your
name change is in the newspaper (if this is a requirement in your county).
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What will the cost of getting a court ordered name change?
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Bring the signed and certified Notice of Petition for Name Change to the local newspaper –
specifically the person at the newspaper who handles legal notices – and have the Notice of Petition for
Name Change appear in the newspaper once a week for three weeks. This usually costs about $100 ‐
$150. If you are in the Lafayette area, trans people have suggested using the Lafayette Leader instead of
the J&C newspaper for this because the Lafayette Leader has fewer people who read it and may be
cheaper. Across Indiana there is a lot of confusion from newspaper companies and clerk offices about
whether an individual is required to post their address in the newspaper for a name change. For the
time being, it is best to follow the requirements presented by your newspaper. If you find the state law
or law interpretation that defines this, please contact the author so this information can be included!

Notice that the last time your petition for a name change gets posted in the newspaper must be
at least 30 days before your hearing date. 30 days after the last newspaper post of your petition for
your name change, you can THEN (and only then) file the proof of publication with the court. When the
newspaper sends you a “proof of publication” notice (saying you did post your Notice of Petition for
Name Change in the paper each week), you should first make a copy to keep for yourself, and then
staple the original to the Notice of Filing Proof of Publication paperwork and file these forms with the
Court.
“If you have had a felony conviction in the last ten (10) years, you must provide notice of the
filing of your petition for name change both to the sheriff and the prosecuting attorney of the county
where you live and to the Indiana central repository for criminal history information at least 30 days
before the hearing on your petition. (Please see the NOTICE included in the Petition for more
information.)” – According to the Indiana Government website. You can then appear at your hearing
date to inform the judge about why you want a name change. Once your name change is granted, it will
take an additional 2 to 4 days to receive the court order paperwork to begin getting your i.d.s legally
changed. Altogether, the process of getting this court ordered name change will take about 3 months if
you live in a county that requires you to post in the newspaper.
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One note about safety: Some trans women have mentioned that some people are aware trans
people are required to post their name change in the newspaper and these individuals will watch the
name‐change section of the newspaper until they see someone who is changing the “gender” of their
name (for example, Travis to Tiffany). Because many counties require the person to put a mailing
address on your name change newspaper posting, some trans women have received letters from men
soliciting them for sex. This is sexual harassment and if you feel comfortable you CAN report it to the
police! If you experience this and would like help reporting it, please feel free to ask for support by
emailing translafayette@gmail.com or get a friend or mentor to go with you. No one should have to
deal with harassment. If you or a friend has a mailing address that is a P.O. Box or a non‐residential
address, it is a good idea to post that rather than posting your residential address. If you are able, it is
even worth renting a P.O. Box for a month to use so that you can avoid posting your home address.
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Does the judge always grant name changes?
No, the judge does not have to grant a request for a name change. Whether you inform the
judge that you are changing your name because you are socially or physically transitioning or not, there
is always the risk of being denied and having to start over. Generally, people should only be denied if
they are hiding from the law or from creditors, not because they are trans. If possible, ask friends or
trans groups on social sites about what judges are known to be trans friendly. If you are interested in
helping to create a list of trans friendly judges in Indiana, please email the information to
translafayette@gmail.com.
What is the court hearing like?

The judge is ultimately trying to determine two things: 1. Whether you are changing your name
for personal reasons or if you are trying to run from creditors or the law. Many people simply tell the
judge that they are transgender and looking for a name that better fits their gender, especially if they
are changing their gender marker at the same time. Based on feedback from community members to
the author of this document, it is unlikely that you will be denied a legal name change for being trans‐
identified. 2. The judge wants to determine that you are making a relatively permanent name change.
Since judges are often very busy, they don’t like going through name changes repetitively with people.
Letting the judge know if you have seen a psychologist or a physician for transition‐related care
can often help show that you are serious about getting your name change. If you show uncertainty
about the name you want to switch to or you mention you have been considering a different name, they
will likely ask you to come back in a month after you have thought about your decision more. Be sure to
come with a decisive answer to the name you want to go by when you get to the hearing.
Some judges may ask whether you have informed family members about your decision to
change your name and even whether your family is supportive. These questions are intended to also
gauge how much time and thought you have put into the name change. If your family or friends were
not supportive, it is okay to let the judge know. You should not be denied a legal name change if you let
them know that your relatives have been unsupportive.
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The court hearing will likely be held in a small court room with less than 20 chairs. Most name
change petitions are only scheduled for 5 minutes on the judge’s agenda, so it will not be a long meeting.
Notice that since name changes are not viewed as a very serious judicial matter, you may have others in
the room with you waiting for their name change petitions or other legal matters heard before the court
as well. The judge will likely ask things like:
 What is your legal name?
 What is the name you are switching to?
 Why are you changing your name?
 How long have you thought about getting your legal name changed?
 Have you given your name change consideration?
 Have you told family or friends about your name change?
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What do I need to do after the name change is granted?
Inform government agencies (such as the Social Security administration), your employer, bank,
creditors, health insurance company, medical facilities, any agency that is providing you a loan, and any
other institution, agency, or person that needs to know. Notifying these agencies usually involves
bringing a changed i.d or the court order or both.
Remember that as soon as you get the court order (about 2‐4 days after it is granted by the
judge) in the mail, you can begin getting your driver’s license, state i.d., birth certificate, and other
documents changed. From start to finish, getting your court order and documents changed will take
about 3‐4 months in total.
Can the BMV ignore the court order for my name change?
No, they cannot. A community member went to the BMV to get their name changed without
their gender marker changed. The BMV official told them they refused to change their name from a
feminine name to a masculine name without the accompanying gender marker change. This is not a
legitimate reason for denying this change since their name change was supported by a court order.
Once you have a court order, it compels state employees to comply with it – meaning they will have to
help you carry out the court order.

YES! And it is significantly cheaper if you do them at the same time. Each time you file for a
court order, it is going to be an additional $130‐175. If you file for a name change and a gender marker
change at the same time, it will only cost $130‐175 in total. The main differences between a court order
for a name change vs. a gender marker change is that the name change requires newspaper posting (the
gender maker change does not) and the gender marker change requires you to get a letter from a
physician (while the name change does not). Remember that if you only want your gender marker
changed on your driver’s license or some other state i.d., you do not need a court order.
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Can I get my name change and gender maker change at the same time?
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Where can I find Indiana State information about a court order for a gender marker change?

You can get a court order for a legal gender maker change in Indiana even if you were not born
in Indiana and this court order can be used to change your state i.d. and many other documents.
However, if you were born outside of Indiana, you may have to file another court order for a legal
gender marker change in the state you were born in order to get the information on your birth
certificate changed. Some states do not require a court order at all. You DO NOT need your birth
certificate changed to get your state i.d. or Indiana driver’s license changed! If you get a court order
for a legal gender marker change in another state, Indiana will recognize the court order for Indiana
documents. If you prefer to get physical copies of the paperwork, simply go to your county clerk or
public records office. Otherwise, you can access the paperwork online here:
 Here is information about legally proving your identity: http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm
 Here are local court rules to help you figure out the details of your paperwork:
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/2694.htm
 Here is the website that gives you all the general paperwork, application information, and other
rules: http://www.in.gov/judiciary/selfservice/2338.htm. Remember the documents for getting
a court order for a gender marker change are the same documents as getting a legal name
change, you will just need to write that are you filing for a gender marker change.
 Here a link to the actual legal code regarding gender marker changes on state i.d. and driver’s
license through the BMV: Here is a link to the interpreted law that describes name and gender
maker changes. Look at 140 IAC 7‐1.1‐3: http://www.in.gov/legislative/iac/20090415‐IR‐
140090169PRA.xml.html.
What will be the cost of getting a court ordered gender marker change?
The total cost of a gender marker change will range from about $50 to $300 or more. If you do
not have to pay for a doctor’s appointment and you file for the gender marker court order at the same
time as a name change court order, you will only pay an additional $25 or so to the cost of the name
change. Some doctors require that you make an appointment with them to get the letter in which case
it will cost the price of the doctor’s appointment plus the cost of the new i.d.s. If you are doing your
gender marker change only or at a time separate from your name change court order, it will cost $130‐
175 for the court order paperwork plus the cost of the doctor’s appointment and new i.d.s with your
correct gender marker. You will pay the court fees when you submit your paperwork.
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Indiana is one of several states that require a court order for gender marker changes in order to
change your birth certificate (not driver’s license!). To complete this process you must be at least 17
years old, not be in jail or prison, you cannot have been convicted of a felony in the last 10 years or be
someone required to register as a sex offender, and you cannot be avoiding creditors. Contact your local
County Clerk to find out which court your gender marker change needs to be filed, what paperwork is
required, how many copies you will need of each form, how much the filing fee is, and any other details
that are specific to your county.
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Do I need a transition letter from a doctor? What should be included in it?
Notice that you do not need to post your gender marker change request in a newspaper. You
will need a form filled out by from a doctor stating that you are undergoing gender transition, which you
can find here: http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm. Although this form is distributed by the BMV for
gender marker changes on BMV officiated documents, several people have used this form to acquire a
court order for a legal gender marker change. Scroll down to the section titled “Proving a Change in
Name, Date of Birth, or Gender” and click on the link for “State Form 55617”. Download and print this
form for your physician or contact Trans Lafayette at translafayette@gmail.com to ask us to print one
for you.
What is the legal process of getting the court order initiated and completed?
Take original documents (and copies of documents if necessary) to the Clerk of the Court where
you will sign the document in front of the Clerk. The Clerk will verify your identity, you will pay for filing,
and you will be given both a receipt for paying and a case number. Ask for a copy of your paperwork to
keep and keep your receipt and case number! Remember you can find out how to prove your identity
here: http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm. It is a good idea to call your county clerk ahead of time to ask
if they accept cash, check, credit card, or money order. Most clerk offices around the state accept any
of these forms of payment and sometimes the websites have not been updated to include this
information. After the judge is consulted, the county Clerk will ask you to return so you can get a copy
of the certified and signed paperwork, and you can schedule a final date for your court hearing. Once
you go to the court hearing and get the gender marker change granted, the final court order will be
mailed to you and you can use that to get your legal documents changed.

No, the judge does not have to grant a request for a gender marker change. Whether you
inform the judge that you are changing your gender marker because you are socially or physically
transitioning or not, there is always the risk of being denied and having to start over. Generally, people
are only denied if they are hiding from the law, not because they are trans. If possible, ask friends or
trans groups on social sites about what judges are known to be trans friendly. If you are interested in
helping to create a list of trans friendly judges in Indiana, please email the information to
translafayette@gmail.com.
What is the court hearing like?
The court hearing will likely be held in a small court room with less than 20 chairs. Most gender
marker change petitions are only scheduled for a few minutes on the judge’s agenda, so it will not be a
long meeting. Notice that since gender changes are not viewed as a very serious judicial matter, you
may have others in the room with you waiting for their identification change petitions or other legal
matters heard before the court as well. The judge will likely ask things like:
 What is your legal name and gender?
 What is the gender you are switching to?
 Why are you changing your gender marker?
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Does the judge always grant gender marker changes?
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How long have you thought about getting your legal gender changed?
Have you given your gender change consideration?
Have you had medical support in changing your gender?
Have you had permanent body changes associated with your gender?
Have you told family or friends about your gender change?

The judge is ultimately trying to determine two things: 1. Whether you are changing your gender
for personal reasons or if you are trying to escape from some legal obligation. Many people simply tell
the judge that they are transgender and want their legal gender to reflect their identity and body.
Based on feedback from community members to the author of this document, it is unlikely that you
would be denied a legal gender marker change for being transgender. 2. The judge wants to determine
that you are making a relatively permanent gender marker change.

Some judges may ask whether you have informed family members about your decision to
change your gender and even whether you family is supportive. These questions are intended to also
gauge how much time and thought you have put into the gender marker change. If your family or
friends were not supportive, it is okay to let the judge know. You will not be denied a legal name change
for this reason. You can also let the judge know of any safety concerns you have about them not
granting your gender marker change if you think this will increase their likelihood to grant the legal
gender marker change. Be sure to show that you are certain about this decision.
What do I need to do after the gender marker change is granted?
After you get the court order for a gender marker change, you should think about what
documents you want to reflect your correct gender since this may affect your ability to access some
health care through health insurance. Because some aspects of the law do not effectively support trans
people, some people have made the choice to change their state i.d. or their federal documents (and
passport) to reflect their correct gender, and leave at least one of their documents reflecting their
gender assigned at birth. This can serve as a protective measure for many trans people, especially non‐
binary folks and those who do not pass as binary, yet. However, holding i.d.’s with different gender
markers can also become complicated.
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Letting the judge know if you have seen a psychologist or a physician for transition‐related care
will show that you are serious about getting your gender marker changed. Indiana does not explicitly
require surgery for acquiring a legal gender marker change. However, many people have stated that
they are still expected to have a physician fill out the BMV‐distributed form
(http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm) documenting “permanent changes” related to gender transition.
Because the law is unclear, the judge can require you to have a gender‐related surgery documented, but
at this time, no community members have documented a case of this to the author. The judge may ask
about whether you are on hormones or if you have had any gender‐related surgeries. Do not lie, just
answer honestly. You can ask at the beginning or middle of the hearing for others present in the room
to leave if it is uncomfortable to talk about your physical transition with strangers present.
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Getting a name change on your driver’s license requires getting a court order for a legal name
change. You can read details about this process in the section titled “Court Order for a Legal Name
Change”. Once you have completed the court order process, you can take the court order and the
appropriate identifying documents to any BMV and they must comply with the court order.

To get your gender marker changed on your driver’s license you will need to bring the form
(http://www.in.gov/bmv/2767.htm) from your doctor OR bring a changed birth certificate, not both.
The law states that you must have some form of “permanent physical change” to prove your “change of
gender”.

Some people have been able to get their gender marker changed without a court order or a
letter from a physician. When these individuals are successful, it is usually because the BMV
representative is not aware of gender change laws. However, if you are successful this way, you will
only be able to change your driver’s license or state i.d., if anything. You will not be able to change your
federal documents or birth certificate without a court order (which requires a physician’s letter).
BMV officials cannot prevent you from acquiring your gender marker change if your name and
gender marker do not “match”, if this is the only reason they are denying you a new driver’s license. For
example, they cannot refuse to change your gender marker if you are changing it to “F” and your legal
name is “Mark”. The BMV also cannot require you to have a birth certificate AND a physician’s letter
with a court order. You only need either a changed birth certificate or a physician’s letter (or a court
order).
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BMV policy does not explicitly require you to have had surgery in order to get a gender marker
change, but it also does not explicitly say that you do not have to have gender‐related surgery. Many
individuals have acquired a gender marker change on their driver’s license or on their birth certificate
(meaning, they got a court order) without having undergone any surgery. If you go to the BMV to get
your gender marker changed and someone asked if you have had surgery, you can tell them you have
“successfully undergone all treatment necessary to permanently change from [previous gender] to [new
gender]” and give them the physician’s letter, changed birth certificate, or court order.
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Background Information about the Process
There are two forms of birth certificates in Indiana – long (8.5”x11”) and short (8.5”x5.5”). In
Indiana you do need a court order for both your name change and gender marker change on a birth
certificate. Please notice that while we have been unable to find this requirement in writing in the state
code, the author has confirmed this policy directly from an employee from the Indiana State
Department of Health. Ordering a new birth certificate costs $10 to get your name changed and $18 to
get your gender marker changed, but the process to get court ordered changes will ultimately cost
about $300 as described in above sections. When you receive a new birth certificate it will have a new
name and/or new gender marker and this will be what people are able to see. Your old birth certificate
will be sealed and this old (sealed) birth certificate will not be accessible to the public or future
employers. Contact your local Clerk to find out which court your name/gender marker change needs to
be filed, how many copies you will need of each form, how much the filing fee is, and other details
specific to your county.
How do I get my name or gender marker changed on my birth certificate?
Send $10 (for name change) and/or $18 (for gender marker change), the old birth certificate,
and a copy of the court order for a name change and/or gender marker change to the contact person
(listed below) at the Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH). Contact this person beforehand to find
out what form the money should be in (cash, money order, or check), and to find out what else, if
anything, is required to complete this process.

To get your name or gender marker changed on your birth certificate, you can work with your
County Clerk to acquire a court order. Notice that you must get your birth certificate changed in the
state you were born in – whether you still live there or in another state or country. So if you have a birth
certificate that is not from Indiana you must find out the requirements to change a birth certificate from
that state. You can consult NCTE’s ID Document Center for information on your state
(www.transequality.org/documents). If you were born in Indiana, submit these documents to the
Indiana State Department of Health as described below. Indiana accepts court orders for name and
gender marker change from any state in the U.S. If you live in another state, you can get a court order
for name and/or gender change in the state where you live and submit these documents to the Indiana
State Department of Health (ISDH).
You can reach the “corrections section” of the Indiana State Department of Health Vital Records
Office at 317‐233‐2700. When you get to the “main menu”, push 4 and then 2 to get questions
answered about altering a birth certificate for reasons unrelated to paternity. Alternatively, contact:
Mary Keltner, Corrections Supervisor, Division of Vital Statistics, ISDH, 2 N. Meridian St., Section B4,
Indianapolis, IN, 46204, Phone: 317‐233‐7515, Email: mkeltner@isdh.in.gov
Division of Vital Records at the Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH)
2 N. Meridian St., Section B4, Indianapolis, IN, 46204; Phone: 317‐233‐7556 (Tiffany)
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Who do I send my request for a new birth certificate to and/or contact with questions?
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Ab
bout Skye:
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m a loud and proud queer –
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havee dedicated th
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